The following draft checklist, RAPeer, has been developed for the journal Advances in Integrative Medicine (AIMED) to assist peer reviewers with making a rapid assessment of manuscripts submitted for the special edition of World Naturopathic Federation COIVD-19 Rapid Reviews of Naturopathic Medicine.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, various types and standards of evidence reviews are being published, some without peer review, which in part reflects the need to rapidly disseminate information \[[@bib0005]\].

Rapid reviews (RRs), sometimes called restricted reviews,aim to minimise bias and optimise transparency within the given constraints. Restrictions can be applied to the scope of the review question, methods (e.g. inclusion criteria, search strategy, screening, analysis or synthesis) and reporting of results.

Substantive guidance on the conduct of RRs is readily available \[[@bib0010]\]. The Cochrane Rapid Review Resources set a high standard \[[@bib0015]\], however, this still may not be appropriate or achievable when there are very tight timelines or limited resources. Members of the Oxford Centre for Evidence Based Medicine (CEBM) have proposed a more flexible framework outlining the core steps, minimum requirements and additional steps that can be taken at each stage to minimise bias, when time and resources allow \[[@bib0020]\].

The RAPeer (DRAFT) is a 15-item checklist that combines a recently piloted 9-item reporting checklist developed by Hunter et al. \[[@bib0005]\]. It reflects the minimum RR requirements recommended by CEBM \[[@bib0020]\] and incorporates the first 5 items on the CASP Checklist for Systematic Reviews \[[@bib0025]\]. Slight modifications have been made to the CASP wording and prompts to make them fit-for-purpose. The final question in RAPeer (DRAFT) asks the peer reviewer to confirm that the evidence statements/recommendations are supported by the methods and results.

The reporting checklist differentiates between ideal and minimum reporting standards. Authors are encouraged to undertake their review to the highest standards possible within their time and resource constraints.

To be eligible for publication, it is suggested that the minimum reporting requirements (MMR) are met. The disclaimer at the end of each RR will note that it has been rapidly peer reviewed, the number of peer reviewers and their scores out of 30.

Feedback from AIMED reviewers will help determine the utility and inform any future development of the RAPeer (DARFT) checklist.

AIMED Rapid Peer Reviewer Checklist for Rapid Reviews -- RAPeer (DRAFT)

[Authors]{.ul} -- ensure manuscript has 'continuous line numbers' and submit this checklist with the review title and corresponding line numbers for the first nine questions. NOTE: Details may be placed in the manuscript, appendix, supplementary file etc.

[Reviewers]{.ul} -- rate the first 9-items in the Reporting Checklist according to adequate, limited or no information, rate then next 6-items in the Quality Appraisal according to yes, partly, no.

The scores give an idea about overall quality. The **bold boxes** signal the minimum requirement that should be met for each item prior to being accepted for publication by AIMED.

NOTE: Unlike systematic reviews, it is acceptable for one reviewer to screen most or all of the title/abstracts and full-texts, and extract, analyse and appraise data. Ideally, processes for calibration and verification of accuracy should be implemented.![](fx1_lrg.gif)\
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